ROCKSCHOOL HALLOWEEN CAMP 2022 APPLICATION FORM
T he Frank Kearns Rockschool, 12B Dublin Road, Sutton, Dublin 13, Ireland. Tel (01) 839 5969. Mobile 087 276 5754. Email info@rockschool.ie
Your Information is safe, purely for booking purposes and will never be shared

Student Name:
Student Address:

Age

Mobile Phone -------Parent/Guardian:
Mobi I e Phone -------Additional Emergency Contact Name____________
Any medical info we should be aware of? _________________________

Bass
Instrument (please circle one or more)
Guitar
Drums
Vocal
List some of the bands/artists you like _______________________
FEE FOR 5 DAY CAMP IS: CURRENT ROCKSCHOOL STUDENTS: €395 NON-STUDENTS: €440

TERMS & CONDITIONS
A non-refundable deposit* of €100 must be paid at time of booking to reserve a place, with the remaining balance for all
camps paid no later than: Monday 17th October 2022. *Deposits will be refunded only in the case of Government mandatory
covid /ockdown.

On receipt of full payment, no refunds* are allowable for any reason if the student cannot attend the camp for any or all
of the days, even with advance notice. *fees will be fully refunded only in the case of government mandatory covid 19
lockdown. Students must adhere to the Covid Safety Rules provided, at all times.
Course begins at 10am sharp every day. Finishes at 3pm except for Friday 4pm. Please be on time.
Students may not leave the studio premises without a teacher's permission. Use of mobile phones/tablet is strictly
restricted to break times. Phones/tablets will be collected at 10am and returned at breaks.
Any student behaviour deemed to be unacceptable and disruptive to the camp and fellow students/teachers, will be
warned once and then at discretion of Frank Kearns may be asked to leave the course without a refund for unused time.
We don't allow chewing gum or any stimulant drinks such as Red Bull, Monster etc to be consumed during camp times.
Outside of breaks, parents may contact their child by texting 087 2765754.
Students must report any problems immediately and directly to their teacher or Frank Kearns.
Equipment may be left in Rockschool Studio for the duration of the course. However,Rockschool is not
responsible for items lost, stolen or damaged during the course. It is recommended that all students attach a label
indicating ownership of guitars, amps, cymbal, etc as they all tend to be VERY similar!

FILMING AND PHOTOGRAPHY
During the course there will be some photographs and video footage taken expressly for use in future publicity for the
Rockschool including www.rockschool.ie website, lnstagram and Rockschool Facebook page. Photos and video will
never be lent, sold or given to a third party. Students will not be tagged or named. We gratefully request your permission.
Please indicate your consent choice below.
Permission is granted to the Frank Kearns Rockschool to use pictures and any video footage of my child in promotional
No
content as described above. Please circle one:
Yes

I wish to book: please tick

□

Mon 31 October. - Friday 4 November

I have read, I understood and agree to the conditions above
Parent/Guardian Signature: ______________

Cards/cash accepted no cheques

1. PLEASE PRINT OUT THIS APPLICATION FORM - SIGN AND RETURN!
2. TAKE A PHOTO ON YOUR PHONE OF THE SIGNED & COMPLETED FORM (one page only)
3. RETURN PHOTO OF APPLICATION FORM to: Rockschool WhatsApp 087 2765754 or info@rockschool.ie

CAMP FAQ
I have never been in a band before is that a problem?
Absolutely not. We form groups on the first day of camp based on your musical preferences as
described by you in the application form. Some students will not have band experience and we cater
for all levels - beginners to advanced. Students will be invited to telephone facetime/skype or call to
Rockschool in advance of Camp so that we may place you in the most appropriate group.
I don't know anybody doing the Camp, will everyone else know each other?
Don't worry! Most people doing the Camp will be first timers and won't know others, particularly if it's a
beginner to intermediate Course. Students make great friends during the camp. The whole point of the
FK Rockschool Camp is to encourage your talent in whatever form it may take. Many students cite
"recording" and 'performance' as two of the highlights of their camp experience.
I'm not sure I'm good enough, how will I know if I'm ready for Camp?
First of all, we talk with you over the telephone and if you live locally, invite you down to the Studio to
have a chat and see where you are at with your instrument. But don't worry, it's not an audition! Some
students only have a basic knowledge of their instrument and that's often enough for the beginner's
group on our camp. But you do need to be able to play some basic chords especially powerchords and
for drummers, hold down a simple drumbeat. We won't offer you a place unless we are confident the
camp is the right choice for you so please call us to arrange a Skype and or visit.
Can I bring my ipad or mobile phone with me?

Yes however all devices are collected each morning and returned during breaks.
What gear do I need to bring with me?
Drummers bring sticks and a snare drum plus crash cymbal. For guitar and bass, bring amp, guitar,
lead strap, spare strings, effects if you have them and tuner.
I want to learn more about producing and engineering - will I be allowed to use the professional
equipment?
Absolutely Yes
What famous people have done your Camps?
A quick sample:
Philip Magee The Script and Kodaline producer
Keeley Moss Musician
DJ Kormac musican and producer
We have also had one couple get married through meeting on one of our camps!

Your camp is more expensive than other Rock Camps why is that?
Our camps are the original Irish Rockschool camps in operation since 1991 and while we are flattered
that many people have tried copying us, there remains an issue with some people confusing The Frank
Kearns Rockschool with other "Rockschools", Frank invented and developed it to the unique
opportunity for young musicians it is today. Rockschool name is registered in Ireland.
We are the only Summer Rockschool camp to take place in a professional recording studio with one on
one tutoring and huge programme of exciting workshops and activities (see web site). Typically people
report to us that their other experiences in less professional 'rock camps' involve jamming with musically
mismatched people in noisy church halls, inexperienced tutors, clueless organisers, no pro recording
equipment and bad versions of our workshops - JUST SAY NO TO IMITATIONS!
Can we pay by credit or Debit card ?
Yes we accept VISA & MASTERCARD however we need to meet in person or via ZOOM each student
before enrolling.
Can we pay by bank transfer?
Yes details on request
Will I be asked to play in front of people?
Not unless you want to! The FK Rockschool is about being free to express your self through Rock
Music. No pressure is exerted to conform to any formulaic way of doing things.

Are there any girl students going on this Camp?
Yes we have male and female young musicians on all our camps.
I am a guitarist but would like to try out other instruments such as Drums and bass is that
possible?
Yes our tutors will be glad to facilitate you.
How many people attend your camp?
To facilitate each student and ensure he or she has the best experience we only take small numbers of
passionate rockers. Mostly there are four groups formed during the camp.

Do you arrange accommodation for duration of the camp?
No but we can put you in touch with families used to hosting students or suggest hotels locally.
Excellent Marine Hotel is ten minutes walk from Rockschool.

Are there shops nearby where I can buy lunch etc ? Yes, five minutes walk away is a shop that will
fulfill most requirements. Please note that stimulant drinks such as RED BULL and MONSTER are
banned in Rockschool.

Any questions?: 0872765754 ( +353-87-2765754)
-More info on application forms-

